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Abstract. In this paper, we describe a system for large scale feedback and the potential 
role it could play in programmer communities. Imagine a system that crowdsources 
feedback from experienced programmers and automatically distributes it to less 
experienced end user programmers. We believe a system like this may be helpful for 
communities like maker spaces and open source software, which have diverse groups of 
contributors who collaborate and support each other. With an expected increase in end 
user programming communities for customization in the Internet of Things, such 
feedback systems would likely benefit end user programmers and the code they produce.  

1 Introduction 

The Internet of Things is likely to increase the already large population of end 
user programmers. The growing number of “smart” devices and possible features 
suggests that niche programmer communities could potentially form around 
specific interests and projects. We expect that these communities, like current 
open source and maker communities, will include programmers of varying skill 
levels, motivated by the desire to improve products that they use [8]. However, 
end user programmers often find various aspects of programming confusing, such 
as program behavior and how to create complex functionalities [7]. Current 
systems focus on either 1) helping end user programmers solve known problems, 
or 2) automatically locating issues, without providing help toward solving those 
problems. We propose a crowdsourced feedback system to provide both of these 
types of support for end user programmers. 
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Consider a novice end user programmer, Jamie, who is working on an application 
to control home access for visitors like nannies and maids. Jamie can ask 
questions of more experienced programmers through forums, but when Jamie 
implements a security feature based on information she found on a website, she 
may not realize that a more secure implementation exists. Experienced 
programmers may spend time answering questions, but they will not necessarily 
review every line of code. Now imagine a system that Jamie can have “crawl” her 
code to find opportunities for improvement, as suggested by more experienced 
developers in her community. These suggestions could provide example code 
designed to help Jamie learn and improve her applications. We have begun to 
explore a crowdsourced system for suggesting this type of code improvement to 
novice programmers. 

2 Related work 

Two existing types of systems help end user programmers improve their code: 1) 
systems that support programmers who can identify their issues, and 2) systems 
that can identify issues or opportunities for improvement in code.  
 
Overcoming programming problems 
Online forums and crowdsourced bug fixes help programmers to solve problems 
that they have found in their own code. StackOverflow and similar forums can 
help programmers to overcome problems as long as the end user programmers 
know which questions to ask [9]. Tools also exist to provide support for fixing 
bugs, such as HelpMeOut, which collects bug fixes from a population, has experts 
annotate the fixes, and then presents them to users who have the same issues [3]. 
Currently, this type of assistance can only help when the programmer already 
knows they have a problem or when an error alerts them to an issue.  
 
Identifying programming problems  
Static code analysis and code smells can help programmers to identify issues in 
code. A variety of static code analysis tools, such as FindBugs [4], check 
programs for common issues and even allow programmers to author their own 
checks. Code smell detection systems similarly automatically find potentially 
problematic code [2]. Yet, these types of systems do not provide information 
about how to fix the problems or how to improve programming skills. 
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3 A Crowdsourced Feedback System 

With existing systems in mind, we wanted to design a system that would find 
issues that end users do not realize they have, as well as provide them with 
information about how to fix those problems. Since programmers often search the 
web for examples of code to solve their problems [1], we operationalize 
“feedback” as example code that can be used to solve a problem or improve code. 
We believe that making the system crowdsourced could reduce the amount of 
time each experienced programmer would need to spend to provide feedback at a 
large scale. The model for this system has three main components, as shown in 
Fig. 1: 
1) create a code example and author a rule script for that example, 2) community 
review of feedback, and 3) feedback presentation to the end user programmer. 

 
1) Code Example Creation and Rule Script Authoring 

First, an experienced programmer creates a code example by improving an 
existing program and then annotates the example to provide assistance for using 
it. The annotated code example may focus on proper programming practices, such 
as a more efficient way to code a function. A code example could also show an 
example of a similar, but more advanced code snippet that might improve a basic 
program, such as improved security for a login feature. Additionally, end user 
programmers could likely create code examples as they begin to gain skills.  
 
An experienced programmer then authors a rule script that codifies the conditions 
under which this code example might help other users improve their program. 
These rules enable experienced programmers to define which programs qualify 
for specific feedback, such that the system could then automatically distribute 
feedback. 

 
2) Community Review of Feedback 

Other experienced programmers would then review feedback to ensure quality 
and generalizability. This process would involve a number of experienced 
programmers contributing a very small amount of time to check over existing 
feedback. 

 
3) Code Example Presentation 

The system would then use the rule scripts (created in step 1) to determine which 
programs qualify for certain code examples. A code example would then be 
shown to the end user programmer as a suggested way for them to improve their 
code. A user could, hypothetically, receive these suggested code examples 
automatically, or select to see them on request. 
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              Fig. 2: We found that these three 

types              of example annotations did not  

              significantly affect novice  

              programmer’s ability to complete  

              a task using an example. 

 
Fig. 1: Hypothesized workflow for a crowdsourced  

feedback system for end user programmers  
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4 Studies 

We ran three studies on crowdsourcing feedback: a study of the feasibility of 
experienced programmers creating examples and authoring rules, a study on the 
workflow of a tool for this type of system, and a study looking at the presentation 
of examples.  
 
Our exploratory study of example creation and rule authoring showed that 
experienced programmers often created useful code example suggestions and 
authored rules in pseudocode [6]. Their psuedocode rule scripts also demonstrated 
how experienced programmers conceptualized authoring rule scripts, providing 
insight into how to design a tool to support rule-authoring.  
 
Communities of programmers will likely include programmers of varying skill 
levels, all of whom we believe can be valuable contributors to a crowdsourced 
feedback system. We developed a tool prototype, which involves four sub-tasks: 
I) explore an end user’sprogram, II) evaluate existing feedback for that program, 
III) create feedback for that program, and IV) author a rule script for that feedback 
[5]. Preliminary results showed that a broad population of programmers (97% of 
participants) can evaluate and create feedback, while 71% can effectively author 
new rules. One concern, however, is that participants spent about 5.5, 11.5, 9 and 
14 minutes on each of the four sub-tasks, respectively. While these times may be 
reasonable with respect to answering questions thoroughly on a forum, ideally, 
each sub-task would be completed in a shorter amount of time. 
 
We may be able to reduce feedback creation time by changing how experienced 
programmers annotate example code. We ran a preliminary study to investigate 
how different annotation styles affect novice programmers’ abilities to complete 
tasks. Results showed that simple highlighting, as shown in Fig. 2-C, can focus a 
programmer’s attention on the critical aspect of a code example just as effectively 
as two types of textual descriptions (Fig. 2-A and Fig. 2-B). This supports the use 
of crowdsourcing for providing feedback, since simple annotations likely require 
less time and revision than textual annotations. 
 

5 Conclusion and Future Directions 

As communities of workers form with the Internet of Things, we believe it will be 
important to harness the knowledge of experienced programmers to improve the 
programming skills of the end user programmer population. End user 
programmers may not always know which questions to ask or how to improve 
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their code, so we believe that leveraging the crowd of experienced programmers 
may improve the code and skills of end user programmers. 
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